New in OmniTrader:
• Intraday Analysis Predicts Explosive Moves in EOD Charts
• Profiles Now Support Intra-EOD Analysis
• Great New Strategies – Ready to Trade

“OmniTrader 2015 is destined to change the fortunes of more OmniTrader users than any prior release. It is a truly a ‘dream machine’ for investors and traders.”

– Ed Downs, CEO and Founder Nirvana Systems, Inc.

Fibonacci Trader Plug-In
Harness the Power of Harmonic Patterns. See page 6.
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Greetings! I am thrilled to announce the release of OmniTrader 2015, featuring Intra-EOD analysis - a new concept that is destined to make a huge difference for both our End of Day and Real Time users.

The ability to see patterns in the Intraday charts can yield some highly profitable trades (see page 3, opposite). But by far, the biggest gains for our users will be found in the new Intra-EOD Strategies included with the upgrade.

By analyzing Intraday and End of Day charts at the same time, we are producing trading signals that are among the most profitable we have ever seen. In fact, we have never included Strategies of this caliber with an upgrade.

We wanted to make this powerful feature available to all our End of Day OmniTrader users. So, OmniTrader 2015 can download intraday periodicities into an End of Day profile – and you don’t need a Real Time data account.

This is a HUGE improvement to OmniTrader EOD. And, we’ve provided some great canned Strategies that take advantage of Multiple Timeframe Confirmation with Intraday data – all included in the OmniTrader 2015 upgrade.

We’ve also improved OmniScan. Now you can SORT your scans and set Symbol Limits. This means you can get a precise list every day, with only the strongest candidates. Real Time users have also asked us to improve OmniScan so it can be used in Real Time profiles. We’ve done that too!

Included in the Package…

The upgrade by itself is very powerful. But we also did some research this year into a new topic called Harmonic Patterns. The idea is to analyze a chart for Fibonacci Retracements and Extensions, and generate Reversal signals at the prime Fibonacci levels. That’s exactly what Fibonacci Trader does.

Take a close look at this new plug-in on pages 6-8. It’s a powerful new way to identify key reversals in charts. Use the plug-in with Intra-EOD analysis for even better Reversal signals. That’s what our Strategy Development team did to create the PREMIER IEF STRATEGY on page 10.

We’ve also included two special seminars, “Maximize Your Profits with Intra-EOD Analysis” and “Harnessing the Power of Fibonacci Patterns” that explain all the new concepts and provide insight into how to trade them.

The OmniTrader 2015 Upgrade is a true work of art. I am very sure the new features are going to make you a better trader or investor. As always, we are offering deep discounts to our loyal OmniTrader users for ordering the package early – PLUS we are including our Premier IEF Strategy as a special bonus when you order the package.

Thank you for being a loyal customer. With OmniTrader 2015, you’re going to have a great trading year as you apply these powerful new tools.

Sincerely,

Ed Downs
CEO, Nirvana Systems, Inc.
End of Day (EOD) charts only tell part of the story. The intraday market creates trading patterns that can lead to strong moves that carry over into future sessions, resulting in lucrative new EOD trading opportunities.

These intraday patterns make it very clear which symbols are being accumulated ahead of the close. By looking INSIDE the market through intraday charts, explosive setups are easier to see.

The example to the right illustrates the concept. In the End of Day chart for DOV, we don’t see much action.

However, when we look at the 60 Minute chart, we see that a clear, narrow Consolidation – one of the most potent predictors of upside movement formed on Oct. 17–20. From there, DOV rallied 9% in just 3 weeks!

Now, in OmniTrader 2015, our End of Day users can get REAL TIME periodicities (like 60 Minute charts) in their End of Day OmniTrader, making it easier than ever before to spot potential moves like this.

And, we can also build Strategies that automate the process, as described on pages 4-5! We call it Intra-EOD Analysis – the most powerful feature we have ever added to OmniTrader EOD!
Harnessing the Power of Intra-EOD Analysis

OmniTrader 2015 makes Intra-EOD analysis possible. The ability to quickly examine the important relationships between these charts is going to help our users make more money trading and investing than ever before.

But we took the concept one step further to create Strategies that automatically find the best setups. By confirming strong Signals in the End of Day charts with complementary Signals in the 60 Minute timeframe, we were able to create “Strategy Magic.” A few examples are shown here.

To create these new Strategies, we employed our best End of Day techniques; Trend Following, Reversal, and Breakout Strategies. Each type of signal lends itself to a different kind of Intraday setup.

Following the Trend

For End of Day Trending Signals, we want the Intraday chart to be smoothly following trend as well. To ensure this, we look for strong Trend Intensity Signals in the 60 Minute charts and provide that as confirmation for Signals in the End of Day charts.

The example to the right demonstrates this. By simply verifying that the 60 Minute chart is in synch with the Daily chart, the odds of a continued move in the Daily are greatly enhanced.

Intraday charts yield more information about the internals of a market than simply looking at the End of Day charts. The above scenario shows a great example of this.

In the End of Day chart for AMGN, a Signal from the Bull/Bear Strategy fired on July 22. The 60 Minute Chart ALSO had a Signal from the Trend Intensity Index in the last 3 hours of the session on July 22.

The combination of these two Signals – one in End of Day and one Intraday provided the technical strength for an explosive move to the upside.
The Best Reversal Signals

Charts that are oversold tend to have the strongest reversals. If we look in the 60 Minute chart for a similar setup to the Daily chart, we can often find explosive move potential.

In the example to the top right for CMCSA, both the Daily and 60 Minute charts fired a classic Reversal signal on August 7. The move that followed made nearly 10%.

Breakouts That Follow Through

Breakouts are perhaps the best type of signal to apply Intra-EOD analysis to. When a solid breakout occurs in BOTH the Daily and 60 Minute charts, the probability of a continued move the next days or weeks is extremely high.

In the example to the bottom right for Eli Lilly, the 60 Minute chart showed a very strong intraday move on Aug. 19, indicating that the stock was being strongly accumulated. The stock continued to make steady gains over the next month.

Strong Mechanical Performance

Intra-EOD analysis has provided us with the power to produce our first purely Mechanical Strategies for the base OmniTrader platform! When you purchase the OmniTrader 2015 upgrade, we provide you with all three of these Mechanical Strategies, including their Trade Plans, so that you can manage trades to a profitable completion.

Included Strategies:

• IEOD Breakout
• IEOD Reversal
• IEOD Trending
Traders have used Fibonacci analysis for many years to predict key reversals in all types of markets, including futures, stocks, indexes and ETFs. Scores of articles have been written on the propensity of charts to react to these levels.

Fibonacci Trader provides an easy to use package that automates advanced Fibonacci analysis in OmniTrader. There are 2 different ways to use it – as a visual reference using the HRI Indicator or as a signal generator, using the new strategies. Both approaches are extremely powerful.

Our new Harmonic Retracement Indicator displays all the key Fibonacci Retracement and Extension levels on the right side of your chart.

Just turn on HRI and check your chart against the solid thick lines to see if the stock, future, or ETF you are trading has reached one of these key levels. You’ll be amazed at how often these lines produce a reaction in the chart.

The chart of Goldman Sachs (GS) shows the stock repeatedly reacting to the Fibonacci levels identified by the Harmonic Retracement Indicator as it moves to the upside. Notice the pattern of a new high formed at a Fibonacci level, followed by a prompt retracement back to a prior Fibonacci level. The Harmonic Retracement Indicator (RMI) helps you identify these measured moves as they occur.

Harmonic Patterns are defined by successive Fibonacci Retracements that create a predictive multi-leg pattern. The Gartley Pattern (named after H. M. Gartley – the trader who first discovered the principle) is based on 3 successive retracements: .618, .886, and 1.27 as shown to the right. A Signal fires at the end of the 4th leg. We used the HRI to generate Signals on 6 key Harmonic Patterns as described on page 7.
Great New Strategy Based on Harmonic Patterns!

Harmonic Patterns use Fibonacci Ratios between successive pivots to identify great trading opportunities.

Our NEW Harmonic Pattern System identifies six key Harmonic Patterns including the “Bat”, “Butterfly”, “Crab”, “Gartley”, “AB=CD” and “5-0”. When the appropriate ratios are found, the System fires signals which are used in the new Fibonacci Trader Harmonic Patterns Strategy.

The Harmonic Pattern System displays the name of the pattern and the Retracement Lines, making it easier to see the relationship for any signal. A few recent trades from these Strategies are shown on this page, along with their classic Harmonic Pattern definition. It is uncanny how often a chart will explosively reverse to the upside when it reaches the Signal point.

“Each Harmonic Pattern is based on a sequence of Fibonacci Ratios. It is uncanny how often a chart will explosively reverse when a Signal point is reached!”
The Importance of “1.618”

The famous trader Larry Williams once said, “1.618 – That’s how markets propagate!” And indeed, they do.

Both the .618 (62%) Fibonacci Retracement value and the 1.618 (162%) Fibonacci Extension value can be seen at reversal points in chart after chart.

We used this relationship to build the new Fibonacci Trader Extension Strategy. Signals like the one shown here are typical. This one Strategy alone is worth the price of the upgrade.

Mechanically Profitable

To the left is an equity curve generated by running the Fibonacci Trader Extension Strategy on the stocks in the S&P 500 over the past 10 years.

The strategy is a consistent performer, generating signals with an accuracy approaching 70%. This new Fibonacci Trader Extension Strategy is included in the plug-in.

Harnessing the Power of Fibonacci Patterns Seminar by Jeremy Williams

With the Fibonacci Trader Plug-in, we are including a new seminar to show you how to profit with the power of Harmonic Patterns. The seminar covers how to identify explosive movement potential with the Harmonic Retracement Indicator, both in End of Day and in Real Time.

We also cover profitable ways of using the new Fib Trader Strategies to find the stocks that are ready to move. We’ll cover the timing of entries, trade management, and more.

Get ready to start PROFITING with Fibonacci Trader.
Define Sort Order and Symbol Count Limit. Get precisely the list you want in EOD or Real Time!

Maximize Your Profits with Intra-EOD Analysis Seminar

**New OmniScans**

When using OmniScan, we typically look for a list of quality stocks based on specific technical or fundamental criteria. Now with OmniTrader 2015, you can also use OmniScan to rank the results and find the very best candidates on any given day.

Now you can specify a technical criteria for Sort Order as well as a maximum. This makes it easy, for example, to get “The 50 most liquid stocks that are trading above their 200 Point Exponential Moving Average.”

**NOW Supports OmniTrader Real Time**

One of the greatest uses of OmniScan is to power Real Time profiles. Many great End of Day setups provide outstanding lists for today’s trading!

Now, you can use OmniScan to populate Real Time profiles. We know our Real Time users are going to really appreciate getting highly targeted lists into their OmniTrader with a few clicks!

**Intra-EOD Analysis Seminar Agenda**

- The Basics of Intra-EOD Analysis.
- Visual Confirming Patterns That Identify the Most Explosive Moves.
- Using Intra-EOD Analysis in OmniTrader Strategies.
- Back Testing Strategies. Which Filters Work the Best.
- Trade Plans for Intra-EOD Trading.
- Practice in Lab Mode.

Discover which setups have the greatest potential for a Big Move.

In this Trading Method seminar, Jeff Drake will explain how to combine Intraday and End of Day analysis in OmniTrader to find stellar trades in all markets conditions.

We go through all the setups that are identified by our new Strategies, so you know which ones have the most explosive move potential. This is also helpful if you are using our Strategies, so you can identify the trades with the most potential when you have more than one candidate on a given day.

We are confident that this new Trading Method is going to give our users a huge advantage this year and this seminar is the place to get started.
New Premier IEF Strategy
Leveraging Intra-EOD and Fibonacci Analysis

We always strive to create 100% Mechanical Strategies with any new trading technology we discover. Frankly, this just got a whole lot easier – thanks to Intra-EOD analysis in OmniTrader 2015!

Using an integral Reversion to Mean approach, we created the fabulous new Intra-EOD Fibonacci (IEF) Strategy that uses powerful Daily RTM signals with intraday Harmonic Patterns.

To the right is a prime example of the type of trade this Premier Strategy generates. In recent testing, 74% of all trades on the S&P 100 made money.

**The IEF Strategy is priced at $495 but you get it FREE with the OmniTrader 2015 Upgrade Package!**

This new Mechanical Strategy is being released as a Premier Strategy product, priced at $495. BUT, we are including it free when you purchase the upgrade special package by the deadline.

This new analysis technique is opening the door to a host of new market opportunities. We are pleased to bring such an exciting concept out to our loyal OmniTrader users.

US Bancorp example of a Signal in the Daily chart confirmed by a Harmonic Pattern in the 60 Minute chart.
OmniTrader 2015
Every Investor’s & Trader’s Dream!

Order Online: www.omnitrader.com/upgrade